Abstract: It is known that the seismic response of a structural system is highly influenced, in addition to the earthquake input, by the dynamic characteristics of the system itself. This paper presents an approach for the identification of the characteristics of the structural system resisting to horizontal loads which enables to satisfy given seismic performance objectives. This is achieved by considering a total conceptual separation between the structural systems resisting to vertical and horizontal loads. The proposed approach is first briefly developed in general within a Performance-Based Seismic Design (PBSD) framework and then fully applied to the case study of a five-storey steel building structure. It is composed of three basic steps: (1) identification of the fundamental characteristics which should be possessed by the horizontal resisting system to satisfy a multiplicity of performance objectives, (2) development of a peculiar horizontal resisting system composed of "crescent shaped braces" which are specifically calibrated to satisfy given performance objectives, (3) verification, by means of appropriate time-history analyses, of the seismic performances achieved. In detail, the horizontal resisting system is calibrated to satisfy a multiplicity of performance objectives through the identification of an "objectives curve", in the Force-Displacement diagram, of the mechanical characteristics of the structure. The calibration is obtained by methods/tools borrowed either from Direct Displacement-Based Design (DDBD) or Force-Based Design (FBD), depending on the specific performance objective to be imposed. The applicative example has been carried out with reference to three performance objectives and has led to the identification of an horizontal resisting system composed of special bracing elements capable of realizing a sort of properly-calibrated seismic isolation called crescent-shaped braces. The results obtained through non-linear dynamic analyses have shown that the proposed approach leads to the congruity between the imposed and the achieved seismic performances.
INTRODUCTION
The design of building structures capable of providing given seismic performances represents a difficult task due to the complex characterization of the seismic action (not a single action but a set of possible actions of different strength and probability of occurrence) and of the structural response. A viable solution to this task may be found in the recently proposed methodologies that fall under the name of Performance Based Seismic Design (PBSD) [1] [2] [3] .
The base of the PBSD resides in the capacity of defining and satisfying a multiplicity of performance objectives [2] , i.e. in the capacity of guaranteeing (within the limits of engineering precision) that a given structural system will perform in a selected manner (performance level) under a given seismic input (earthquake design level). The international scientific community typically focuses on four different performance levels (Fully Operational, Operational, Life Safety, Near Collapse) and on four earthquake design levels (Frequent, Occasional, Rare, Very Rare) [2] .
As recently recalled by Priestley [4] in a keynote lecture given at the first "European Conference on Earthquake Engineering and Seismology", Geneve 2006, the emphasis on Typically, the traditional seismic design of the structures is carried out through a Force-Based Design (FBD, borrowed from the common approach used for static loads) and the load-bearing system (designed for vertical loads) is "tuned" in order to take the horizontal loads due to the seismic action (i.e. a single structural system acts for both vertical and horizontal actions) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Thus, the dynamic response of structural system is somehow passively evaluated and not "governed" to optimise it (except in the case of use of seismic protections systems such as base isolators [11] and dissipative devices [12, 13] ).
On the other hand, many recent contributions in the field of seismic engineering have opened up new possibilities for the structural engineer in terms of conceiving and dimensioning (i.e. designing) a structural system which offers predetermined seismic performances. Skipping all details, these recent contributions may be summarized as follows: (i) the PBSD approach [1] [2] [3] formalized the need of satisfying a multiplicity of performance objectives, (ii) the Direct Displacement-Based Design (DDBD) [14] introduced the displacement analysis as a tool for seismic design of structures, (iii) the wide use of special devices and techniques (e.g. unbonded braces, dampers [12, 13] , seismic isolators [11] , etc.) adopted for the mitigation of the seismic effects upon the structure, which allows the conceptual separation between the structural systems resisting to vertical and horizontal loads. This paper presents an approach for a full-controlled seismic design of structures which combines these recent contributions and overcomes the traditional design approach.
IDEA AND NEW ASPECTS
The idea behind the design approach here proposed lies:
• in the identification of the characteristics of the structural system resisting to horizontal loads which enables to satisfy a multiplicity of seismic performance objectives (as required by the PBSD and as already faced in other research works [15] [16] [17] [18] ) by adapting and exploiting the complete DDBD approach [16] .
The new aspects of this work lie:
• in the total separation between the structural system resisting to vertical loads ("vertical resisting system") and the structural system resisting to horizontal loads ("horizontal resisting system"), • in the development of a peculiar horizontal resisting system composed of "crescent shaped braces" which are specifically calibrated to satisfy multiple performance objectives with reference to the case-study of a steel structure.
It is known that, in general, each structural element/system can be described in terms of its mechanical characteristics (e.g., stiffness, strength and ductility) on a Force-Displacement diagram. Focusing on the non-linear behaviour of the horizontal resisting elements of a given building structure, the secant stiffness approach [6] allows (in the words of Priestley [6] ) "logical choices regarding the force distribution" between different horizontal resisting elements. In this work, we will investigate (through the development of a general design approach and its application to a specific case-study) how these logical choices concerning strength, stiffness and ductility of horizontal resisting elements can be rationally made ([6] page 9).
It is also known that a given structure displays different behaviours under different seismic actions. Every time, the structural behaviour may be influenced by stiffness, by strength and/or by ductility depending on the intensity level of the considered seismic action. For example, the maximum inter-storey drift under the seismic action corresponding to a Frequent Earthquake is influenced by the stiffness, whilst the structure collapse under the seismic action corresponding to a Rare Earthquake is typically controlled by strength and ductility.
On the one hand, in a PBSD approach [1] [2] [3] , the performance objectives may be expressed, from a practical point of view, in terms of maximum displacements, velocities and accelerations.
On the other hand, structural dynamics [19] teaches that the system response in terms of maximum displacements, maximum velocities and maximum accelerations is governed by the mechanical characteristics (stiffness, strength and ductility) of the system. Consequently, the performance objectives become governed by the mechanical characteristics of the system. It is thus clear that, in general terms, in order to achieve specific performances of a structural system the designer may act upon the stiffness, the strength, and the ductility of the system. Hence the name "stiffness-strength-ductility-design approach".
It is here worth pointing out that the design approach proposed in this paper is specifically calibrated to meet the performance objectives which are only related to the seismic action. However, the above-mentioned separation between horizontal and vertical resisting systems allows the separate handling of vertical and horizontal loads, so that the practical aspects related to any vertical load do not interferes with the aspects related to the seismic design, because the former can be treated almost independently as far the vertical resisting system is dimensioned. Also, the wind action, which is here not explicitly considered, may lead to additional performance objectives to those related to the seismic action, which can be implemented in the approach. Finally, the proposed separation between horizontal and vertical resisting systems leads also to a high flexibility in terms of structural conception and therefore may considerably help the designer to meet all various functional requirements imposed by architects.
DESIGNER POSSIBILITY TO CONTROL THE HORIZONTAL RESISTING SYSTEM
In general, the horizontal-resisting system (hereafter referred to as HRS) of a given building structure can be seen as composed of a series of single horizontal resisting elements (hereafter referred to as "horizontal resisting components", HRC), working together.
The Horizontal Resisting Component
The mechanical characterization of each component (being either a shear wall, a bracing system or other) of the horizontal resisting system necessarily requires to capture both its elastic and inelastic behaviour. Without loss of generality, the mechanical characterization of each elementary component can be assumed to be an elastic-perfectly plastic one or a bilinear one with hardening, as represented in Fig. (1) (a) and (b) [7] , respectively. Subscript "i" indicating that these quantities refer to the ith HRC of the HRS.
Out of these six quantities, the independent parameters, which are necessary to fully characterize the HRC behaviour, are only four. For sake of simplicity, let us assume as independent parameters the following ones:
-stiffness (secant at yield point) = the slope i k of the idealized elastic response, i.e. the mechanical parameter which relates forces and displacements of the HRC in linear-elastic field;
-strength (or yield force) = maximum force yi F which the HRC can withstand remaining approximately in linear-elastic field; -ductility = ratio i μ between the ultimate and the yield displacements;
-strain hardening ratio = ratio i shr between the afteryielding stiffness and the elastic stiffness; -with the other two parameters derived as follows:
For sake of simplicity, in order to present the basic ideas of the design approach here proposed, in the following parts of this section 3, the elastic-perfectly plastic model has been assumed (shr = 0), so that the independent parameters are only three.
The Horizontal Resisting System of a Building Structure
Without loss of generality, let us consider plane singledegree-of-freedom (SDOF) structural systems equipped with n elementary horizontal resisting components working in parallel (which is a correct schematisation under the common assumption of building structures characterized by rigid in-plane floor systems), as the illustrative ones represented in Fig. (2) .
The mechanical characterization of the whole horizontal resisting system, as composed of the n horizontal-resisting components working in parallel, can be directly obtained from the mechanical characterization of each single component.
Without loss of generality, let us focus on a HRS composed of three HRCs (i.e. let us assume 3 n = ). The following equations provide the relationships between the mechanical characterisation of the HRS and those of the three HRCs which make up the whole system. The HRCs are numbered progressively following the magnitude of the yield displacement: the system with the smallest yield displacement is numbered as system 1, the system with the second smallest yield displacement is numbered as system 2, and so on. Consequently, the constitutive law of the HRS is given by: 
where:
As illustrative example of the above equations, Fig.(3) represents the mechanical characterization of the HRS composed of three HRCs.
It can be observed that the overall mechanical behaviour of a HRS composed of n HRCs is controlled by 3n parameters, given that the mechanical behaviour of a single HRC is controlled by 3 parameters.
However, note that, in Fig. (3) , the force-displacement curve of the HRS for 1 u is represented as a dashed line. This is because the structural system should reach collapse for
min , ,
, thus diminishing the number of parameters controlling the overall mechanical behaviour from 3n to 2 1 n + ; nonetheless also parameters , i , in order not to waste the ductility capacities of the single HRCs).
It is clear that, if certain performance objectives must be satisfied by the system, it is necessary and possible to "control" the force-displacement relationship of Eq. (3) and represented in Fig. (3) , according to the needs/desires of the structural designer through the 3n (or 2 1 n + ) parameters. In theory, if all parameters are free to be controlled (section 3.3 investigates this issue), a HRS composed of n different HRCs can satisfy up to 3n (or 2 1 n + ) performance objectives (section 3.4 investigates this issue).
The "Degrees of Freedom" at Designer's Disposal
In general, for a given HRC, the designer is allowed to "control" up to 3 mechanical parameters ( i k , yi F , and i μ ) which characterize the force-displacement relationship represented in Fig. (1) (a) . Consequently, for a given HRS composed of n HRCs, the designer is allowed to "control" up to 3n mechanical parameters which characterize the forcedisplacement relationship represented in Fig. (3) .
We will refer to the free mechanical parameters, upon which the structural designer can "act" to reach desired seismic performance objectives, as "degrees of freedom" upon the HRS at designer's disposal.
In particular, depending upon the type of HRCs which are used, the designer can control either only one, or two or all three parameters. When specific elements are used to act as HRCs, it is possible to have "full control" of the mechanical behaviour of the HRC (all the three parameters can be controlled) and the structural designer can impose up to 3n conditions upon the whole system behaviour. On the other hand, when the HRCs work also as vertical-resisting elements (as it is the case of the shear walls investigated by Sullivan et al. [8] and of the frames investigated by Priestley et al. [14] , etc.), the possibility for the structural designer to govern the mechanical parameters is, in general, more limited and the structural designer can impose less than 3n conditions upon the whole system behaviour.
As illustrative example, it is known (Paulay 1992 [7] , Sullivan et al. 2006 [8] ) that, for a shear wall of given geometry (e.g., height/width ratio equal to 1:1, imposed in most cases by architectural constraints) both the yield and the ultimate displacements ( yi and ui ) are somehow fixed; therefore, two out of the three independent parameters which govern the mechanical behaviour of the HRC are imposed) and the structural designer can only "act" upon the maximum force yi F that the HRC can resist. It is worth pointing out that the ductility capacity of a r.c. wall can be controlled by the quantity of transverse reinforcement and therefore it could be argued that the designer may still have two out of the three variables for each component to control the design. However, in both these cases, the "degrees of freedom" of the HRS at designer's disposal are reduced to n and to 2n, respectively, and consequently his possibility to "shape" at choice the force-displacement relationship of the HRS in order to contemporarily satisfy multiple performance objectives is limited.
In summary, as given in Table 1 , depending upon the number of degrees of freedom upon the HRC, the structural designer has more or less power to "govern" the mechanical characteristics of the system. 
Imposing the Performance Objectives: the Active Role of the Structural Designer
As elucidated in the previous sections, the forcedisplacement curve of the HRS illustrated in Fig. (3) can be modelled up to 3n points depending upon the characteristics of the HRC and its shape can be used to impose up to 3n performance objectives.
In general, performance objectives can be imposed through any suitable (estimated) response parameter (such as deformation and/or acceleration limits, either for immediate occupancy either for life-safe objectives, etc.). This is not an easy task, given that not all performance objectives can be directly translated into mathematical conditions upon the constitutive law given by Eq. (3); nonetheless some interesting considerations can be readily made:
• the structural designer acquires an active role in shaping the linear and non-linear dynamic behaviour of the structural system (instead of passively designing member strength according to the usual Force-Based Design approach); • within the approach here proposed based upon the available degrees of freedom of the HRC and of the HRS, the structural engineer, before an always necessary numerical verification by means of time-history non-linear dynamic analyses of the final seismic behaviour of the structure, may "guide" the overall "conceptual design" of the HRS and the "detailed design" of each HRC in such a way the structure reaches the desired performance objectives;
• the operation of imposing performance objectives through the shaping of the constitutive law given by Eq. (3) may lead to new design strategies (e.g., it is clear that, in order to obtain an optimised behaviour of the HRS with respect to the ultimate limit state, the following condition must be satisfied by each HRC:
i j , which may be also rewritten as:
THE PROPOSED DESIGN APPROACH
The previous considerations, which show how a backbone curve can be developed and controlled, can be collected and formalised in a three-step seismic design approach which is aimed at identifying the characteristics of the structural system resisting to horizontal loads which enables to directly satisfy given seismic performance objectives (without recurring to any trial-error processes).
It is composed of the following steps:
• Step 1: identification of the fundamental characteristics which should be possessed by the horizontal resisting system to satisfy a multiplicity of performance objectives (as required by the PBSD), by adapting and exploiting the DDBD tools, • Step 2: development of a peculiar horizontal resisting system composed of "crescent shaped braces" which are specifically calibrated to satisfy multiple performance objectives, • Step 3: verification, by means of appropriate timehistory analyses, of the seismic performances achieved.
In more detail, Step 1 includes the choice of the performance objectives according to the PBSD framework and the translation of the performances into general and specific mathematical conditions to be imposed on the structure by using the tools of either the DDBD or the FBD approaches. In this step, quite strong assumptions (secant stiffness, no stiffness degradation, use of simplified response spectra, …) may be made and simple analyses may be used, given that the aim is to identify the order of magnitude of the salient features of an horizontal resisting system which allows to obtain a given selected general seismic behaviour of the structure.
In
Step 2 the physical and geometrical characteristics of the peculiar single structural elements (crescent shaped braces) which constitute the horizontal resisting system are obtained taking into account also the mechanical properties along the horizontal direction of the vertical resisting system. In this step, appropriate methods should be used for accurate design of the horizontal resisting system.
Step 3 the verification is carried out by comparing the actual achieved performances (results obtained through nonlinear time-history analyses under appropriate earthquake ground motion records) with the expected/imposed performances. In this step, more sophisticated assumptions and more accurate analyses may be envisaged.
Note that a key-point of this approach is the clear distinction between the conceptual phase (Step 1), the design phase ( Step 2) and the verification phase (Step 3). This distinction allows to not fully develop the whole DDBD approach, but to take advantage of its tools in the first conceptual stage.
The approach is illustrated in detail in the following part of the paper with reference to an applicative example.
APPLICATIVE EXAMPLE: THE STRUCTURE CONSIDERED AND THE GENERAL SEISMIC DESIGN STRATEGY
The applicative example is carried out with reference to a building structure composed of five-storey pendular steel frames (for sake of simplicity it is here assumed that there is no transmission of bending moments at the column-beam connections).
The total building mass is 6 2.7 10 kg. The building is assumed to be located in Bologna (Italy) on D.M. 14/01/2008 soil type C and on topographic surface S1. It is designed to meet the D.M. 14/01/2008 provisions [20] .
The structure is characterized by the separation between the vertical resisting system (beams and columns) and the horizontal resisting system (special bracing system). It is clear that the response under seismic action is generally the result of a complex behaviour relying on a network system (beams, columns, braces, joints, …) and that in series and/or in parallel schematisations may appear as an oversimplification. However, these schematisations are only used in the conceptual phase (Step 1), while more sophisticated models are used in the design and verification phases (Step 2 and 3).
The vertical-resisting system is sized to support just the vertical loads. In particular, columns are made up with HEB 300 profiles and beams with HEB 340 profiles.
The horizontal resisting system is designed to display a controlled inelastic behaviour at the ground level and to behave elastically from the second storey up. It is composed of: (1) special bracing elements, named "crescent-shaped braces" placed between the ground storey and the first storey, (2) traditional diagonal bracing elements (following an "X" arrangement, as represented in Fig. (4) ) from the second storey up (diagonals are made up with UPN 260 profiles). The horizontal resisting system, placed between the ground and the first storey, is calibrated, within a PerformanceBased Seismic Design approach, to satisfy a multiplicity of performance objectives through the identification of a "objectives curve", in the Force-Displacement diagram, of the mechanical characteristics of the structure. The horizontal resisting elements from the second storey up can be designed through a capacity design approach and will not be considered in the following analyses. Fig. (4) shows the geometry of one of the two perimeter pendular steel frames in both the North-South (NS) and the East-West (EW) directions.
The seismic behaviour of the building along each direction may be schematised as the one of a SDOF system characterized by a mass corresponding to that of the whole superstructure (second storey up) and by the lateral forcedisplacement relationship controlled by the HRSs composed of 12 HRCs and 8 HRCs along the NS and the EW directions, respectively, together with the little contribution to the lateral resistance provided by the vertical resisting systems (which will be simply dimensioned in order to carry the vertical loads). In the following part of the paper, for sake of conciseness, only the seismic behaviour of the building along the NS direction will be considered. Fig. (4) . Schematic representation of the building structure considered.
APPLICATIVE EXAMPLE: IDENTIFICATION OF THE F-OBJECTIVES CURVE (STEP 1)
With the aim of designing the horizontal resisting system, we refer to the Basic Objectives defined in the Vision 2000 document [1, 2] . In particular, for the design of the horizontal-resisting system we impose on the structure the following Basic Objectives: 
First Performance Objective (PO1)
General Performances (GP11 and GP12)
The first performance objective (PO1) requires that, as the Frequent Earthquake (30 years return period, according to Italian Code [16] ) occurs, the structure is able to satisfy the following general performances:
• GP11. Limited inter-storey drifts in order to have no significant damage in the non-structural elements and in order to keep column's stresses less than yield (elastic design).
• GP12. Structure is, at least, at its first yield, and there is no residual displacement.
Note that GPij indicates the j-th general performance corresponding to the i-th performance objective.
These performances can be translated in the following conditions: GP11. is the displacement capacity of the structure "at the first performance objective" (i.e. maximum displacement allowed under Frequent Earthquake so that the structure remains Fully Operational). Its value may be assumed as the smallest one between the value which prevents damage to non-structural elements (5‰ h suggested by Priestley, Calvi e Kowalsky [14] ) and the value which ensures elastic behaviour of the columns. y1 is the structure yield displacement.
Specific Performances (SP11 and SP12)
For the structural system under consideration (h=350 cm), FO = 1.75 cm; hence the previous performances can be translated in the following conditions: SP11. Frequent 1.75 cm (10) SP12. Frequent y1 (11) Note that SPij indicates the j-th specific performance corresponding to the i-th performance objective.
Characteristics on the Structure Force-Displacement Diagram (C11 and C12)
The Specific Performance SP11 represents the structure initial stiffness (associated to the corresponding displacement) on the structure Force-Displacement diagram (which translates, from a graphical point of view, into a range of possible points C11 in Fig. (6) , depending on the choice of the displacement demand).
Note that Cij indicates the j-th characteristic on the structure Force-Displacement diagram corresponding to the i-th performance objective.
Considering different values for the displacement demand, Frequent , the corresponding period, Frequent T , can be read from the selected displacement spectrum for a damping ratio of 5% Fig. (5) . The lateral stiffness, Frequent K , corresponding to the displacement demands, can be found by inverting the well-known equation of the period of a SDOF system, as: The Specific Performances SP12, represent, on the Force-Displacement diagram (C12 in Fig. (7) ), a lower bound for the yield displacement of the structure (and, through Frequent K , also for the yield force of the structure). 
Choice of the Frequent Earthquake Displacement Demand
Assuming that the displacement demand and the structure displacement capacity are the same, the previous Specific Performances become: SP11. (14) The period and the stiffness corresponding to a displacement demand of 1.75 cm are 0.84 seconds and 151070 kN/m, respectively. Fig. (8) shows the first performance objective on the structure Force-Displacement diagram.
Second Performance Objective (PO2)

General Performances (GP21 and GP22)
The second performance objective (PO2) requires that, as the Occasional Earthquake (50 years return period, according to Italian Code [20] ) occurs, the structure is able to satisfy the following general performances:
GP21. Limited inter-storey drifts in order to have no significant damage to non-structural elements.
GP22. Residual displacement must be limited.
These performances can be translated in the following conditions:
GP21. is the structure yield displacement.
Specific Performances (SP21 and SP22)
For the structural system under consideration, (h=350 cm), O = 3.5 cm; hence the previous performances can be translated in the following conditions: SP21. Occasional 3.5 cm (17) SP22. Occasional y1 ( 
18)
Characteristics on the Structure Force-Displacement Diagram (C21 and C22)
The Specific Performances SP21 and SP22, represent, on the Force-Displacement diagram (C21 and C22 in Fig. 9) , upper bounds for the yield displacement of the structure (and, through Frequent K , also for the yield force of the structure).
Choice of the Occasional Earthquake Displacement Demand
Assuming that the displacement demand and the structure displacement capacity are the same, the previous Specific Performances became: 
Structure yield displacement
With reference to SP12 and SP22, the structure yield displacement should be selected in the range of between 1.75 cm and 3.5 cm. The value of 2 cm is here assumed. Fig. (11) shows the first and the second performance objective and the yield point on the structure Force-Displacement diagram.
Third Performance Objective (PO3)
General Performances (GP31 and GP32)
The third performance objective (PO3) requires that, as the Rare Earthquake (475 years return period, according to Italian Code [20] ) occurs, the structure is able to satisfy the following general performances:
GP31. Limited inter-storey drifts in order to have no columns' crisis (either for reaching of their ultimate displacement or for second order effects), no horizontal resisting components' crisis and no contact between the structure considered and its contiguous structures.
GP32. Limited acceleration in order to avoid damage to structure's content.
GP31.
Rare LS (21) GP32.
Rare LS a a (22) where:
Rare is the Rare Earthquake displacement demand; LS is the structure displacement capacity at the third performance objective. Its value may be assumed as the smallest one among the value which causes the crisis of the columns (either due to reaching of their ultimate displacement or due to second order effects), the value which causes the crisis of the horizontal resisting components and the value which provides the contact between the structure considered and possible adjacent structures. As reference, in order to keep lower of about one order of magnitude the column bending moment due to the second-order effects with respect to the bending moment due to a storey spectral acceleration hypothesised equal to 0.3g, a limit of 0.3% of the interstorey-height may be assumed for LS , if no crisis is expected in the horizontal resisting components and no adjacent structures are present; Rare a is the Rare Earthquake acceleration demand; LS a is the structure acceleration capacity at the third performance objective. Its value may be assumed as 0.2g, which is a very penalising value for the storey spectral acceleration, to keep the design of the braces on the safe side, thus ensuring that there are no significant damage to the structure's content.
Specific Performances (SP)
For the structural system under consideration the structure displacement capacity and the acceleration capacity at the third performance objective are 10 cm and 0.2g, respec- Characteristics on the Structure Force-Displacement Diagram (C31 and C32)
The Specific Performances SP31 and SP32, translate, on the structure Force-Displacement diagram (C31 and C32 in Fig. (12) ), into an upper bound for the Rare Earthquake displacement and an upper bound for the Rare Earthquake acceleration (i.e. force) demand, respectively. 
Choice of the Rare Earthquake Displacement Demand
Considering the Rare Earthquake displacement demand, Rare , variable between the value ( ) LS a (Occasional Earthquake displacement demand corresponding to the acceleration capacity, considering an elastic behaviour for the structure) and the value LS , the corresponding period, Rare T , can be read from the selected displacement spectrum (Fig.  (13) ) for a damping ratio, Rare , estimated from the expected ductility demand, Rare μ , with the following formula (suggested by Priestley, Calvi and Kowalsky in [14] ):
This formula has been used to take into account the increase in additional damping due to the hysteretic behaviour of the diagonal braces, which will be specifically designed to achieve the desired performances under the Rare Earthquake.
The lateral stiffness, Rare K , corresponding to the Rare Earthquake displacement demands, can be found by inverting the well-known equation of the period of a SDOF system, as: 14) shows (in yellow colour) the points which satisfy the specific performances SP31 and SP32. They are characterized by a specific Rare Earthquake displacement demand and by specific corresponding lateral stiffness. Up to here, the reader may recognise strong use of the tools of the typical Priestley's DDBD approach [14] , such as the identification of the seismic demands by equating equivalent viscous damping and reading off an effective period from highly-damper displacement spectra. These tools have been as framed in a extended PBSD framework (three performances objectives are considered).
New original considerations follow which provide interesting design tools.
"Objectives Curve" in the Force-Displacement Diagram
Imposing on the considered structure, the previous performance objectives, the "objectives curve" in the ForceDisplacement diagram has been obtained for the city of Bologna, for D.M. 14/01/2008 soil type C and for topographic surface S1 (Fig. (14) ). The "objectives curve" provides the target points for an predetermined/controlled seismic behaviour of the structure (performance objectives). It represents a Fig. (13) . Displacement spectra (475 years return period, according to Italian Code [20] , damping ratio Rare , estimated from the expected ductility demand, Rare μ .).
designing tool, because it may allow to calibrate the horizontal resisting system to satisfy a multiplicity of performance objectives (PO1, PO2, PO3).
Identification of the Characteristics of Each Single Horizontal Resisting Component
In this section, the physical characteristics of the horizontal resisting system are obtained taking into account also the mechanical properties along the horizontal direction of the vertical resisting system.
Lateral Stiffness of the Vertical Resisting System
For the calibration of an horizontal resisting system capable of satisfying the imposed performance objectives, we have to consider the contribution of the columns to the lateral stiffness.
For the case-study at hand, the lateral stiffness of the i-th generic column placed between the ground and the first storey may be computed as:
where E = 210000 MPa (Young modulus), J = 8563 cm 4 (moment of inertia along the considered direction), and h = 3.5 m (inter-storey height).
Hence, the lateral stiffness (initial inclination of the force-displacement relationship) of the vertical-resisting system, as composed by 28 equal columns, is computed as:
Elastic analysis gives a yield displacement of about 4.4 cm for an axial force of 1250 kN (Fig. (15) ).
Non-linear analysis gives an ultimate displacement larger than 128 cm. Fig. (16) shows the contribution to the lateral resistanceprovided by the vertical resisting system, together with the "objectives curve", in the Force-Displacement diagram. It is possible to note that the vertical-resisting system alone is not able to satisfy the performance objectives imposed. Fig. (16) . Vertical-resisting system Force-Displacement diagram on the "objectives curve".
Lateral Stiffness of the Horizontal Resisting System
In order not to modify the dimensioning of the vertical resisting system and not to distort the structural functioning of the building, it is here convenient the separation between vertical and horizontal resisting systems. Without modifying the lateral stiffness of the vertical resisting system, we fill the gap in terms of "objectives curves" and assign the remaining part of the lateral stiffness required for satisfying the performance objectives to the horizontal resisting system placed between the ground and the first storey. This system acts like a "controlled" seismic isolation system which occupies the whole first storey. Let us indicate the lateral stiffness of the horizontal resisting system with K or HRS K :
Fig . (17) shows the "objectives curve" of each couple of HRCs. It has been obtained by subtracting from the "objectives curve" of the whole structure the lateral contribution of the vertical resisting system and by dividing by the total number of couples of horizontal resisting components which compose the horizontal resisting system along the considered direction. Fig. (17) . "Objectives curve" of each couple of HRCs.
APPLICATIVE EXAMPLE: DESIGN OF THE PECULIAR HORIZONTAL-RESISTING SYSTEM COMPOSED OF "CRESCENT SHAPED BRACES" (STEP 2)
In this section, the physical and geometrical characteristics of the peculiar structural element (crescent shaped brace) which constitutes the basis of the horizontal resisting system are sought.
Linear Elastic Analysis
The lateral stiffness of each couple of horizontal resisting components (one brace in compression + one brace in tension) is 1/6 of the lateral stiffness of the horizontal resisting system (there are six crescent shaped braces on each face of the building in North-South direction):
Fig. (18) shows the generic couple of crescent shaped braces. 
E:
is the steel Young Modulus;
J:
is the inertia moment of the HRC's cross section;
: is the inclination of the portal's diagonal;
is the distance of the knee point, P, from the portal diagonal;
l: is the length of the portal diagonal.
The first equation for sizing the single crescent shaped brace can be found imposing the equality between Eq. (30) and Eq. (31):
The structure first yield displacement, y1 , is also the single horizontal resisting component first yield displacement. So, when each crescent shaped brace has reached its first yield displacement, the bending moment in the most stressed section reach the first yielding moment, My.
The maximum bending moment at point P is given by: In the following section, for sake of brevity, only the "effective" constitutive law of the rectangular cross-section has been reported as obtained by an accurate push-over analysis. 
Non-Linear Analysis
The constitutive law of each couple of HRCs has been obtained (Fig. (20) ) with a non-linear static push-over analysis (displacement control). The couple of braces has been modelled in the STRAUS7 version 2.2.3 package using 2D plane-stress plate elements with the typical stress-strain curve for mild steel material (S275), considering both mechanical and geometrical non-linearities. 21) shows the constitutive law of each couple of HRCs as reported above the "objectives curve", together with the contribution of the single column of the vertical resisting system, which may be considered negligible. Inspection of Fig. (21) also indicates that the system is far from the ultimate displacement capacities of both the columns (128 cm) and the crescent shaped braces (larger than 40 cm). It is clear that the single couple is able to satisfy the performance objectives, consequently, also the structure should be able to satisfy the imposed performance objectives. This will be verified in next Step 3. From Fig. (21) , it can be noted that the imposed (designed) displacement under the Rare Earthquake is equal to 5 cm. Fig. (21) . The constitutive law and the "objectives curve" of each couple of HRCs.
APPLICATIVE EXAMPLE: ANALYSIS AND VERIFICATION (STEP 3)
In this phase, the analysis of the structure so obtained is carried out to verify if the actual structural behaviour is congruent with the expected/imposed performances. It is clear that, in this verification phase, the more available sophisticated models (e.g. fibre-based discretization, threedimensional models, …) and the more advanced analyses (time-history analyses which include both mechanical and geometrical non-linearities, …) may be used. However, in this applicative example, in order to keep low the computational cost of the analyses, a plane model of the structure has been realized using the SAP2000 v14 package, and each crescent shaped brace has been modelled with a synthetic non-linear link element, characterised by a reasonable schematisation of the sophisticated constitutive law obtained in the previous Step 2.
Non-linear time-history dynamic analysis have then been developed on the structural model, using as earthquake ground motions, two groups of seven accelerograms. The first group is composed of seven accelerograms which are overall compatible with the design spectrum of the Italian code corresponding to the Frequent Earthquake (Fig. (22)  (a) ). The second group is composed of seven accelerograms which are overall compatible with the design spectrum of the Italian code corresponding to the Rare Earthquake (Fig. (22)  (b) ). Given that the choice of the design earthquake inputs is beyond the scope of this work, the accelerograms have been obtained using the program REXEL v 2.2 (beta) [21] , without being worried if, in each group, one or more accelerograms, considerably deviate (being larger or smaller) from the objective spectrum. On the contrary, the overall response to such scattered input may highlight the robustness of the proposed crescent shaped braces. Tables 2 and 3 show the maximum displacements of the first storey caused by the seven accelerograms corresponding to the Frequent Earthquake and by the seven accelerograms corresponding to the Rare Earthquake, respectively. In these tables the average values of the these displacements are also reported. Fig. (22) . Compatible spectra.
The average values of the displacements of the first storey represent the average displacement demand required by the earthquakes. Comparing the average value of the displacement demand with the value of the displacement demand imposed in Step 1 for each performance objective, it is possible to note that the value are almost the same (1.82 cm vs. 1.75 cm, and 6.08 cm vs. 5 cm).
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a seismic design approach which allows to exploit at their best all the potentialities offered by both the PBSD framework and the DDBD methodologies. This approach, which has been applied to the case study of a steel structure, leads to the identification of the characteristics of the structural system resisting to horizontal loads which enables to satisfy given seismic performance objectives. This is achieved by considering a total conceptual separation between the structural systems resisting to vertical and horizontal loads and by the use of peculiar crescent shaped braces as horizontal resisting system. The original aspect of the proposed approach mainly relies in the combined use of the following recent contributions in the field of seismic engineering:
• active role of the engineering process (the structural characteristics are obtained to drive the building to given seismic behaviour). The designer may impose/select the stiffness, the strength and the ductility of the structure at hand, in order to achieve the desired seismic performances; • satisfaction of a multiplicity of performance objectives within a PBSD approach. The structural seismic performances being determined either upon strength and resistance or displacement capabilities of the horizontal system, depending upon the limit state considered; • methods/tools borrowed from both FBD and DDBD approaches (depending on the performance to be imposed at hand). The approach here introduced thus allows to exploit at their best both the traditional force design method and the more recent direct displacement design method; • conceptual separation between the structural systems resisting to vertical and horizontal loads. This opens the ground for new structural solutions for the seismic design of structures; • design proposal of peculiar crescent shaped steel braces (that, even though widely used in specific mechanical devices, have been rarely used as full braces).
To sum up, the use of "suited" crescent shaped braces in the case-study of a steel structure has allowed to apply the DDBD approach to effectively satisfy, according to the PBSD framework, a multiplicity of seismic performance objectives.
It is clear that additional analyses should be performed in order to extend, where possible, this design approach to other structural systems and to verify its reliability to real cases. However, this paper represent a first tentative of collecting and exploiting many recent contributions for a fullcontrolled seismic design of structures. 
